People feel better after spending time outdoors.
The benefits are mental and physical - Doctors and
researchers tell us that our mood, stress levels and
blood pressure are all healthier.
Being mindful is simple. It simply means “stopping and being
present, that is all”.
Try a meander at your own pace, enjoy a few moments to pause
and reap the benefits by doing something right now.
So – grab a pencil, have a meander, find your space and be
present with nature! Have fun!

What I can see
Sky, clouds, trees, plants, creatures great and small,
shapes, art, people. How are they the same or different?
Bright or shaded? Near or far? Clear or hidden? Vivid or
faded? Moving or still?
And what else in what I see?

What I can hear
Wind, trees, plants, people, animals, bird calls, your
own breath, water, rain. How are they loud or soft?
Tuneful or random? The same or varied? Sometimes
silent or always there? Resonating or dull?
And what else in what I hear?

What I can touch
Ground, soil, stones, twigs, buds, flowers, leaves,
benches, trees, water, or even the air. How are they hard
or soft? Rough or smooth? Fixed or changing? Cold or
warm? Round or square?
And what else in what I touch?

What I can feel
Calm? Active? Happy? Connected to nature?
Connected to people? And perhaps many other
things….amazed? Annoyed? Curious? Crabby? Free?
Lethargic? Peaceful? Sad?
Well… you say.......
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Want more?
We know that people feel better when:
~ they connect to others around them a
~ they feel they are giving something back
~ they learn new things
~ they are just that bit more active
Here are some thoughts on getting more out of life:

CONNECT

GIVING

• Join others and

• Try a smile and greet people

volunteer to support
your local patch.
• Find time to spend in
nature.
• Keep in touch with
people as best you can.
• Take time to pause and
connect.

on a walk.

• Give some time to doing

conservation work.
• Donate time or money to a
good local cause.
• Pass on some of your skills
or knowledge.
• Share your experiences
with others.

LEARN

BE MORE ACTIVE

• Discover more about today’s

• Try a walk like this

experience - try searching
online.
• Is it time for a new naturebased hobby, or even something
completely different?
Learn more about the
• plants and creatures found
gardens and open spaces.

My Mindful Meander
pause | connect | reset
Take a mindfulness
walk at Stour Valley

again soon.

• How about going a

little further on the
walk next time?
• Could you walk a little
faster sometimes?
• Maybe use a bike for
some trips?

Information Sources
Search online for more websites and apps to help you practise
mindfulness, such as Live Well Dorset and Active Dorset, NHS
Well Mind, Headspace, Insight Timer and many more. Come
inside Kingfisher Barn to find out what other events and classes
are taking place locally.
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This leaflet is brought to you by the Stour
Valley Supporters Group. Join us on
Facebook to find out more about our work.
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Take a moment to pause....what things can I notice? pause, connect and jot down what you notice around you
In this moment, I notice...

RIGHT NOW, I FEEL

In this moment, I notice...

RIGHT NOW, I FEEL
And now moving along...

Mindfulness is about focusing on what’s going on right now. Taking control is something we
seem to forget in our daily lives. We mostly run on automatic pilot – too busy with what we think
might happen tomorrow or dwelling on what happened yesterday. This leads to more stress and
concerns than it needs to. Fortunately, we are all capable of taking back some control. We can
start by using our “beginners mind”. Approach things with fresh eyes and without judgement –
just take the situation for what it is. We are not striving to achieve any “special” state, just a
connection with your surroundings and what is already there. Science shows us that being
mindful in green space really helps us. And it’s all the better as we can enjoy it too!

In this moment, I notice...

RIGHT NOW, I FEEL
And now moving along...

And now moving along...

